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Humanities – The Ancient Mayans 

We will be continuing with studying the ancient 

Maya civilization. 

In History we will look at a day in the life of a 

Mayan: from clothes to Mayan music. 

In Geography We will make a 3d map of the land 

and continuing to look at how the modern day 

Yucatan is different from the UK. 

RE- Christianity 

 In RE we will be learning about Chrisitianity 

- We will ask what God’s plan for Jesus 

was, and did Jesus know that he was to 

be crucified when he was sent to Earth 

by God. 

PE and PHSE: 

Alongside swimming, we will be exercising using 

circuit training. We will discuss the importance of 

exercising for fitness and designing our own 

circuits. 

This will be alongside looking at how we can be 

the healthiest version of ourselves in PHSE.  

Art/D&T 

This term in Art we will have a strong link to 

careers and enterprise. Looking at different 

Architecture. 

Looking at houses and monuments, and working 

on our observational drawing skills. 

Computing: 

We will be looking at game design in computing 

this half term. 

The children will look at different features in 

games, design their own game setting and 

characters. Children will create their own game 

and write instructions for them.  

Maths: 

In Maths, this half term, we will be learning all 

about fractions, looking at equivalent fractions, 

ordering and sorting fractions both smaller than 

and bigger than 1 and looking at mixed and 

improper fractions. 

We will be moving on to decimals and 

percentages towards the end of term. 

Science 

Living things and their habitats. 

We will be looking at the life-cycles of mammals, 

bird and amphibians. 

We will also be looking at the features and 

structures of flowers and looking at the botanical 

life cycle too. 

English  

In our writing lessons: 

- We will be writing a persuasive advert 

convincing people to move from Earth to 

Pandora (from Avatar). 

In reading we will be improving our 

comprehension skills whilst reading the book 

Cosmic by Frank Cottrell-Boyce.  
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